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Abstract
Professor Scott Overmyer of Baker College, in a discussion list post, raised four points bearing on a question of interest to those involved in the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL): Can Distance and Classroom Learning Be Increased? My answer: "YES" - judging from the fact that pre/post testing in courses in Newtonian mechanics has demonstrated an approximately two-standard-deviation superiority in average normalized gains <g> for classroom "interactive engagement" methods over "traditional" classroom methods. Similarly, pre/post testing might demonstrate a substantive superiority over traditional classroom teaching for both classroom and distance education that recognize recent advances in cognitive science and emphasize learning rather than teaching. But such demonstration probably cannot be achieved if scholars of teaching and learning continue to rely on low-resolution gauges of students' learning.

Introduction

According to a recent Survey of Distance Education (DE) [PRG (2007)], the revenues of DE programs in higher education grew by a mean of 15.5% in 2006, with more than a third of the enrollment increase coming from increased enrollment from students that pursue traditional classes. Despite the growing importance of DE, it has attracted relatively little attention from those involved in the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning – exceptions are Buchanan (2001), Garner et al. (2005), and Hostetter & Busch (2006).

In reaction to a discussion-list post, provocatively titled “Distance Learning: Is There Any?” [Hake (2007a)], online learning specialist Britt Watwood [private communication – he has given me permission to divulge his name] countered with a fair question: “Face-To-Face Learning: Is There Any?,” and professor Scott Overmyer (2007), in his IFETS (International Forum of Educational Technology & Society) post of 12 August 2007, raised four points bearing on a broader and deeper question that should be of general interest to those involved in the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning: Can Distance and Classroom Learning Be Increased? I respond to Overmyer’s points below:

Responses to Overmyer’s Four Points

1. “Definitive pre- and post-testing of what?”
What’s being pre/post tested is students’ performance on valid and consistently reliable diagnostic tests (developed by disciplinary experts) of conceptual understanding. For discussion of the development, administration, and interpretation of such tests for undergraduate astronomy, biology, chemistry, economics, engineering, geoscience, math, and physics see the reviews Hake (2005, 2007b, 2008a) and the discussion-list posts Hake (2004; 2007d,e; 2008b).
In my opinion such *direct* gain measurements of higher-order student learning are far superior to the *indirect* (and therefore in my view problematic) gauges have been utilized by education researchers: e.g., end-of-course exams and course grades; Student Evaluations of Teaching (SET's); Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) [MacIsaac (2008)]; National Survey Of Student Engagement [NSSE (2008)]; Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (FSSE) plus CLass Survey of Student Engagement (CLASSE) [Rhem (2007)]; Student Assessment of Learning Gains (SALG) [Seymour et al. (2005)]; and Knowledge Surveys [Nuhfer & Knipp (2003)].

2. “This . . . [dearth of pre/post testing in DE is]. . . . , of course, in sharp contrast with the ‗extensive‘ pre- and post-testing of face-to-face education (which I assert) is also not done.”

Although Overmyer is (unfortunately) correct in stating that extensive pre/post testing is not done in face-to-face (FTF) education - see e.g., “The Physics Education Reform Effort: A Possible Model for Higher Education” [Hake (2005)], there appears to be more pre/post testing in FTF education than in distance education (DE).

For example, in “Design-Based Research in Physics Education Research: A Review” [Hake (2008a)], I referenced 23 peer reviewed articles by physics education researchers who have all found pre-to-posttest average normalized conceptual gains for interactive engagement pedagogy to be much larger than those for traditional instruction.

As for pre/post testing in DE, in response to my post "Distance Learning: Is There Any?" [Hake (2007a)] I received an email from Richard Walters of UC-Davis [he has given me permission to give his name and references to his publications] to the effect that pre/post testing had been utilized to compare the effectiveness of an introductory computing course as given by distance and classroom instruction [Walters (1996), Walters & Reed (1997)]. Walters & Reed reported no significant difference in the pre-to-posttest gains for delivery by distance and classroom education, a manifestation of the "No Significant Difference Phenomenon" [Russell (2001)].

Except for Walters (1996) & Walters & Reed (1997), direct measurement of learning gain by pre/post testing has, as far as I know (please correct me if I’m wrong), not been employed to gauge the effectiveness of DE, despite endorsement of pre/post testing by, e.g.:

a. Margaret Driscoll (2001) of IBM;

b. Susan Millar (2001), director of the “Learning through Evaluation, Adaptation, and Dissemination” (LEAD) Center at the Univ. of Wisconsin - Madison, through her reference to the "Field-tested Learning Assessment Guide" [FLAG (2008)];

c. Lloyd Bond (2005), senior Carnegie Scholar, who wrote [my insert at “. . . . [insert]. . . . . “]:

If one wished to know what knowledge or skill Johnny has acquired over the course of a semester, it would seem a straightforward matter to assess what Johnny knew at the beginning of the semester and reassess him with the same or equivalent instrument at the end of the semester. It may come as a surprise to many that measurement specialists have long advised against this eminently sensible idea. Psychometricians don't like "change" or "difference" scores in statistical analyses because, among other things, they tend to have lower reliability than the original measures themselves. Their objection to change scores is embodied in the very title of a famous paper by Cronbach and Furby (1970) "How we should measure 'change,' – or should we?" . . . . [but see "Should We Measure Change? Yes!" (Hake, 2007b)]. . . .
Instead of measuring pre-to-post test gains so as to definitively gauge student learning in a course, distance and classroom education researchers, including those involved in SoTL, generally utilize low-resolution measures of students learning, such as student evaluations of teaching, student self-assessments, and teacher-made tests and course grades. Regarding the latter, McKeachie (1987) has pointed out that end-of-course examinations and grades typically measure lower-level educational objectives such as memory of facts and definitions rather than higher-order outcomes such as critical thinking and non-algorithmic problem solving.

For example, in traditional physics introductory courses, student grades depend primarily on students' lower-order abilities in rote-memorization, recipe following, and algorithmic problem-solving, as witness the fact that many students receive A's and B's, while at the same time achieving very low normalized gains on diagnostic tests of the conceptual understanding that they should have been led to construct during the course.

Among DE references which, as far as I know, generally fail to mention pre/post testing of learning are these seven:

2. Two interesting DE articles referenced at the Open and Distance Learning Association of Australia (ODLAA) site <http://odl.a.a.edu.au/> (this link may be erratic): (a) “Rethinking space and time: The role of Internet technology in a large lecture course” [Harley et al. (2004)]; and (b) Online Nation: Five Years of Growth in Online Learning [Allen & Seaman (2007)].
7. Charles Partridge's (2007) post “The Effectiveness of Distance Education vs Classroom Instruction: A Review of the Evidence,” which contains 7 references relevant to DE.
Regarding “(7)” above, Partridge considers three meta-analyses of classroom vs distance education: Bernard et al. (2004), Lou et al. (2006), and Sitzmann et al. (2006). According to Bernard et al. (p. 390):

Achievement outcomes were objective measures - standardized tests, researcher-made or teacher-made tests, or a combination of these - that assessed the extent to which students had achieved the instructional (i.e., learning) objectives of a course. While most measured the acquisition of content knowledge, tests of comprehension and application of knowledge were also included.

Since Lou et al. and Sitzman et al. used methodology similar to that of Bernard et al., the above quote probably also applies to those two studies. Thus among the uncertainties in “achievement outcomes” of those three meta-analyses are:

(a) the average validity and reliability of the “objective measures” is unknown,

(b) “content knowledge” may mean lower-order rote-memorized knowledge, and

(c) average end-of-course outcomes do not measure average course-induced learning unless the students’ average pre-course knowledge and understanding was negligible.

Thus, in my opinion, these achievement outcomes offer much less resolution of course-induced learning than do students’ pre-to-posttest gain on valid and consistently reliable diagnostic tests of conceptual understanding developed by disciplinary experts.

And Partridge’s conclusion:

The main finding in this literature is that there is little difference in the educational . . . . outcomes of students of well-designed distance education programs vs. classroom learning. . . . .

may simply be due to insufficient resolution in the measurement of learning outcomes. Low resolution detectors cannot distinguish lower- from higher-order learning, and it is not unreasonable to think that lower-order learning is about the same in distance and classroom education.

3. “Perhaps a better question is: ‘Learning via Institutions Of Higher Education: Is There Any?’”

Since many institutions of higher education offer distance education courses, an improved question might be the one suggested to me by Britt Watwood “Face-to-Face Learning: Is there any?” or, since few would dispute that learning usually does occur in one-on-one, face-to-face tutoring [Bloom (1984)], an even better question might be:

“CLASSROOM LEARNING: IS THERE ANY?” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

As discussed in my reviews Hake (2005, 2007b, 2008a), physics education researchers have shown that for traditional (T) passive-student lecture courses in Newtonian mechanics, the average pre-to-posttest gains <g> on standardized tests of conceptual understanding are appallingly low. But “interactive engagement” (IE) courses achieve about a two-standard deviation superiority in <g> over T courses [cf., Bloom (1984)]. Here:

a. The average normalized gain <g> is the average actual gain [(<%post> - <%pre>)] divided by the maximum possible average gain [100% - <%pre>], where the angle brackets indicate the class averages. For a detailed discussion of the rationale and half-
century-old history of the normalized gain see “Should We Measure Change? Yes! [Hake (2007b)].

b. IE courses are operationally defined [even despite the anti-positivist vigilantes (Phillips, 2000)] as those designed at least in part to promote conceptual understanding through continual interactive engagement of students in heads-on (always) and hands-on (usually) activities which yield immediate feedback through discussion with peers and/or instructors.

c. T courses are operationally defined as those reported by instructors to make little or no use of IE methods, relying primarily on passive-student lectures, recipe labs, and algorithmic problem exams.

d. The conceptual formative evaluation tests of Newtonian mechanics were either the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [Hestenes et al. (1992)] or its precursor the Mechanics Diagnostic (MD) [Halloun & Hestenes (1985a,b)]; in both cases developed by disciplinary experts through arduous qualitative and quantitative research, and widely recognized as valid and consistently reliable. Since these are multiple-choice tests (MCT's), they may be given to thousands of students in hundreds of courses under varying conditions in such a manner that meta-analyses can be performed, thus establishing general causal relationships in a convincing manner.

But can MCT's measure conceptual understanding and higher-order learning? Wilson & Bertenthal (2005) think so, writing (p. 94):

Performance assessment is an approach that offers great potential for assessing complex thinking and learning abilities, but multiple-choice items also have their strengths. For example, although many people recognize that multiple-choice items are an efficient and effective way of determining how well students have acquired basic content knowledge, many do not recognize that they can also be used to measure complex cognitive processes. For example, the Force Concept Inventory . . . [Hestenes et al. (1992)] . . . is an assessment that uses multiple-choice items to tap into higher-level cognitive processes.

So my answer to the question "Classroom Learning: Is There Any?" is:

PROBABLY NOT MUCH FOR CONCEPTUALLY DIFFICULT SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN THE TRADITIONAL PASSIVE- STUDENT LECTURE MODE. . . . (2)

But definitive pre/post test measurement of students' higher-order learning of Newtonian mechanics has demonstrated an approximately two-standard deviation improvement by classroom "interactive engagement" courses over traditional classroom instruction.

Similarly pre/post testing might demonstrate a substantive improvement in student learning over traditional classroom instruction for both DE courses and classroom courses that take advantage of advances in cognitive science [e.g., Bransford et al. (2000), Donovan & Bradsford (2005)], and emphasize learning rather than teaching - see e.g., “From Teaching to Learning: A New Paradigm for Undergraduate Education” [Barr & Tagg (1995)]. But such demonstration probably cannot be achieved if education researchers continue to rely on low resolution gauges of students learning.

For example, the research of Lou et al. (2006) points to the superiority of asynchronous distance education which is optimized in the following ways (my italics):

a. Systematically designed interactive multimedia are used to provide more effective
**student-content interaction.**

b. Collaborative discussion among students is structured using asynchronous communication media with some opportunity for peer face-to-face meetings for more effective **student-student interaction.**

c. **Student-instructor interaction** is encouraged through planned activities such as instructor participation in discussion board forums, question and answer chat sessions, and opportunity for face-to-face meetings with the instructor.

d. Students are provided with advanced information about DE courses so that they are better prepared and more ready for the DE courses.

The above features of “optimized asynchronous distance education” (OADE - pronounced “ode”), except for “d,” are consistent with:

(1) The recommendations of Michael Moore (1989) for effective DE. Moore wrote (my italics):

I suggested that, as a minimum, distance educators need to agree on the distinctions between three types of interaction, which I labeled learner-content interaction, learner-instructor interaction, and learner-learner interaction.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Educators need to organize programs to ensure maximum effectiveness of each type of interaction, and ensure they provide the type of interaction that is most suitable for the various teaching tasks of different subject areas, and for learners at different stages of development.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In short, it is vitally important that distance educators in all media do more to plan for all three kinds of interaction, and use the expertise of educators and communication specialists in both traditional media-printed, broadcast, or recorded-and newer teleconference media.

(2) The “Interactive Engagement” (IE) pedagogy has been found to be much more effective than traditional (T) passive student methods in promoting students' higher order learning in classroom physics instruction. IE methods are defined, as indicated above, as those designed at least in part to promote conceptual understanding through continual interactive engagement of students in heads-on (always) and hands-on (usually) activities. . . [“learner-content interaction”]. . . which yield immediate feedback through discussion with peers . . . [“learner-learner interaction”] . . . and/or instructors [“learner-instructor interaction”]. . . .

Thus it is possible that OADE might be found to be much more effective than traditional classroom education.

But Lou et al., using only low resolution gauges of student learning, found a weighted mean effect size for 120 OADE undergraduate courses (compared with traditional classroom education) of only $d_h = +0.058$ [Table 2, p. 158; “$d_h$” is Cohen's (1988) “d” converted to Hedges's “$d_h$” - see Eq. (2), p. 149]. This is to be compared with:

(1) Cohen's (1988, p. 24) rule of thumb, based on typical results in social science research, that $d = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8$ implies respectively “small,” “medium,” and “large” effects. [However, Cohen cautions that the adjectives “ ... are relative, not only to each
other, but to the area of behavioral science or even more particularly to the specific content and research method being employed in any given investigation.”

(2) \(d = +2.43\) obtained by comparing average pre/post test average normalized gains <\(g\)’s [Hake (2002a)] for the survey by Hake (1998a,b). [Eight reasons for this unusually large \(d\) have been given in Hake (2008a).]

As I see it, the challenge to Distance Education is to demonstrate considerable improvement over traditional classroom instruction, rather than the essentially insignificant mean effect sizes observed by Lou et al. for OADE - another "No Significant Difference Phenomenon" - i.e., ineffectiveness comparable to traditional classroom education.

4. "We generally measure learning in distance education as the level of satisfaction of both students and employers with the outcomes of the educational experience, and internally, have extensive measurement of course, program, and institutional outcomes to ensure program quality. Maybe I'm naive, but doesn't everyone?"

In my view, measurement of the levels of satisfaction of students, as e.g., by student evaluations of teaching (SET's), is not a valid way to gauge the cognitive (as opposed to the affective) impact of courses, as discussed in e.g., "Re: Problems with Student Evaluations: Is Assessment the Remedy?" [Hake (2002b)]. And whether or not employer satisfaction can serve as a measure of student learning is, I think, problematic.

Overmyer's Baker College <http://www.baker.edu/>, may have “extensive measurements of course, program, and institutional outcomes to ensure program quality” but, I doubt that program quality is generally ensured by “extensive measurements” in higher education.

If it were, how would one account for the criticisms of higher education by some of its leaders - reviewed in Section IV, "University Leaders Bemoan the Inertia of Higher Education: Why Is It So Slow To Recognize the Value of Interactive Engagement Methods in Promoting Higher- Level Learning?” in “Can Scientific Research Enhance the Art of Teaching?” [Hake (2007c)] - such as:

a. Derek Bok, former and now interim president of Harvard University in *Our Underachieving Colleges: A Candid Look at How Much Students Learn and Why They Should Be Learning More* [Bok (2005)];

b. James Duderstadt, President Emeritus and University Professor of Science and Engineering at the University of Michigan, in *A University for the 21st Century* [Duderstadt (2000)].

**Summary and Implications for SoTL**

This essay originated in discussion-list exchanges initiated by a provocatively titled post “Distance Learning: Is There Any?” [Hake (2007a)], which through responses from Britt Watwood and Scott Overmyer developed into a more fundamental question of interest to SoTL: "Can Distance and Classroom Learning Be Increased?” My answer is “Yes” judging from the fact that physics education researchers (PER's) have discovered that for introductory physics courses covering Newtonian mechanics "interactive engagement" pedagogy can result in normalized learning gains in conceptual understanding that are about two-standard deviations greater than those measured for courses employing traditional passive-student lectures, recipe labs, and algorithmic-problem exams. I see no reason to believe that similar marked enhancement of higher-order student learning in disciplines other than physics could not occur for both classroom and distance-education
courses that cover conceptually difficult material, especially if assisted by the SoTL movement [heretofore virtually oblivious of PER (see, e.g., Hake, 2007g)].

The lessons of the physics education reform effort [Hake (2002a, 2007f)] suggest that undergraduate learning gains might be substantively increased by SoTL researchers who develop:

(a) interactive engagement (IE) methods that benefit from cognitive science’s progress in understanding human learning [Bransford et al. (2000), Donovan & Bransford (2005)]. For a discussion see Section 5, “Why Are Interactive Engagement Courses More Effective Than Traditional Passive-Student Courses?” in Hake (2007b);

(b) valid and consistently reliable high-resolution multiple-choice tests (MCT’s) that assess the need for and results of the above IE methods by directly measuring students’ course-induced higher-order learning [Wilson & Bertenthal (2005)], in lieu of the more commonly employed low-resolution gauges of student learning, such as student evaluations of teaching, student self-assessments, and teacher-made tests and course grades.

Although “b” requires arduous qualitative and quantitative research of the type undertaken by Halloun & Hestenes (1998a,b), such MCT’s have the advantage that they may be given to thousands of students in hundreds of courses under varying conditions such that meta-analyses can be performed, thus establishing general causal relationships in a convincing manner [Shadish et al. (2002), Shavelson & Towne (2002), Schneider et al. (2007)].

Unfortunately, aside from the disciplines of astronomy, biology, chemistry, engineering, geoscience, and math there has been little effort in academia to emulate the educational reform effort in physics. I hope that this essay will help to rectify this neglect.
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